We explicitly construct two classes of the BPS solutions in the ABJM action: the funnel type solutions and the 't Hooft-Polyakov type solutions, and study their physical properties as the M2-M5 bound state. Furthermore, we give a one to one correspondence between the solutions of the BPS equation and the ones of an extended Nahm equation which includes the Nahm equation. This enables us to construct infinitely many conserved quantities from the Lax form of the Nahm
For the D2-D4 bound state (which is essentially same as the D1-D3 bound state [18] ), we can use the Nahm construction [19] to construct the monopole solution from the Nahm data. For the M2-M5 bound state, we expect that there will be such correspondence between the BPS solution in the multiple M5-branes and the ones in the ABJM action. 5 This may give us some important clues for understanding the M5-branes. 6 For this project, we obviously need the details of the solutions of the BPS equation of the ABJM action. However, the solutions of the BPS equations [10] are less known and the properties of the solutions, for example what is the moduli space, have not been studied. Even the positions of the M2-branes far from the M5-branes are unclear and ambiguous, as we see in section 2.
In this paper, we construct two classes of the BPS solutions explicitly, and study their physical properties. 7 Solutions in one class include the one found in [10, 11] , but the positions of the M2-branes are more general. Solutions in the other class behave like the Nahm data of the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole and represent the bound state of two M5-branes. Furthermore, we give a one to one correspondence between the solutions of the BPS equation and the ones of an extended Nahm equation which includes the Nahm equation. This enables us to construct infinitely many conserved quantities from the Lax form of the Nahm equation. We also investigate the space-time profiles of the solutions using the correspondence.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section two we construct the BPS solutions representing the M2-branes ending on the M5-branes and investigate their profiles in space-time. In section three we show the one to one correspondence between the BPS solutions and the extended Nahm data, and using this, construct conserved quantities of the BPS solution. We also comment on the relation to the reduction from the M2-branes to the D2-branes discussed by Mukhi and Papageorgakis [28] .
The BPS solutions representing the M2-branes ending on the M5-branes
In this paper, we study the half BPS solutions of the ABJM action which represent the M2-branes ending on the M5-branes. We assume that the M2-branes extend in (x 0 , x 5 , x 6 ) directions and that the fields on the M2-branes depend on x 6 , which we will denote s, only. The bosonic fields of the ABJM action are the gauge fields and the N × N matrix valued 5 For the BLG action, Gustavsson studied this [20] . In [21, 22] , the Nahm construction for the BLG and the ABJM actions were considered, but they assume rotational invariance of the solutions. 6 We cannot use the BLG theory instead of the ABJM theory. Since scalar fields in the BLG theory live in A 4 , there are no natural way to get from the BPS solution the information of the positions of the M2-branes which is necessary to discuss how that bound state should be expressed on the M5-branes. 7 One can obtain further BPS solutions by taking the direct sum of these BPS solutions. One can even construct the bound state of the M5-branes, each of which extends in different directions in space-time, and the M2-branes [23] . Though we do not consider in this paper, this direction would also be interesting as a future work. 
where k is the level of the Chern-Simons action, Y a (a = 1, 2) is the N × N matrix valued scalar field representing the positions in the transverse directions of M2-branes andẎ a = dY a ds . In the type IIA limit, the M2-M5 bound state reduces to the D2-D4 bound states, which is described by the Nahm equation from the D2-brane viewpoint and by the monopole equation from the D4-brane viewpoint. Therefore, the BPS equation (2.1) is an analogue of the Nahm equation in the M-theory. Note that the r.h.s. of (2.1) can be written by the Lie 3-algebra [24] and then the equation (2.1) can be regarded as a generalization of the Basu-Harvey equation [12] to the ABJM action.
Note that (2.1) is covariant under the
, of the ABJM action, where U, V should be constant because of our assumption A µ =Ã µ = 0.
The funnel type solutions
Here we will explicitly construct the solutions of the BPS equation (2.1) which represent N M2-branes ending on a M5-brane at s = s 0 and extending to s = ∞. We take the following ansatz for the solutions:
where f a (s) is a function of s and G a is the constant N × N matrix defined by [10] [11]
Using the U(N) × U(N) gauge symmetry of the ABJM action, we can express them as
where m, n = 1, . . . , N. Then the BPS equation reduces to
By the symmetry of the BPS equation, we can replace
This can make f a satisfy f 2 ≥ f 1 ≥ 0. Then, we can write down the solution explicitly:
where
is a constant. Now we will study the physical interpretation of this solution. First, s 0 is the position of the M5-brane because Y a diverges at s = s 0 as in the solution obtained in [10, 11] . We will shift the coordinate s such that s 0 = 0. If Y 1,2 (s) are equivalent to diagonal matrices by U(N) × U(N), we expect that the i-th eigenvalues of Y a represent the position of the i-th M2-brane. Here defining
, we identify the eigenvalues of Y a with z a .
9 Then, at s = ∞, the position of the i-th M2-brane 9) which is shown in Fig. 1 . This clearly shows that the solution is not spherically symmetric. Thus, the symmetry rotations gives different solutions. For example, using the global SU(2) and a choice of C, we can set an M2-brane at an arbitrary point in (z 1 , z 2 ). Furthermore, because the scalars are diagonalized at s = ∞, we can make an U(1) N transformation, which is the diagonal part of U(N), to move each of the M2-branes at z a i to e iφ i z a i . Note that for the funnel type solution obtained in [10, 11] ,
all the M2-branes are at z 1 = z 2 = 0 at s = ∞. Indeed, our solution contains this as the C → 0 limit. Moreover, we can easily see that if Y a diverges at a point s = s 0 , the solution should be approximated by a diagonal sum of the solutions (2.10) with a symmetry transformation (2.6). This means there is an M5-brane at s = s 0 because of the interpretation of the solution (2.10). We can check our solution behave like this near s = s 0 .
9 This diagonalization has U (1) N ambiguity, i.e. z a → e iθ z a for each diagonal component. However, we expect them physically inequivalent due to Chern-Simons term, in the same way to the analysis of vacuum moduli space in [3] 
't Hooft Polyakov type solutions
In this subsection, we will consider N = 2 case only and construct a solution of the BPS equation corresponding to the Nahm data of the 't Hooft Polyakov monopole. We take the following ansatz:
where f i (s) is real and σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 are Pauli matrices and σ 4 is the unit matrix.
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By the symmetry transformation (2.6), we can make |f 1 | ≤ f 2,3,4 at a given point in s, say s = s 0 . Then, the BPS equation becomeṡ
12)
10 A solution of the similar form for the Basu-Harvey equation was found in [26] . The BLG action for the A 4 algebra is equivalent to the SU (2) × SU (2) ABJM action which is equivalent to the N = 2 ABJM action if we forget the gauge fields. Thus our solution and the one in [26] are essentially same by an appropriate map. In BLG theory, however, we did not know the relation between the parameters and the positions of the M2-branes.
where ǫ ijkl = 0. This implies there are following independent conserved quantities,
The remaining equation isḟ
which is solved as
where we have chosen the integration constant such that f 1 (s) = ∞ at s = 0. We can see that f 1 also diverges at s = s * , where
Thus, this solution represents the two M2-branes stretching between the two M5 branes at s = 0 and s = s * . Using the first kind of the elliptic integral 
where For α = 0, we find
which means there is only one M5-brane and the solution is in funnel shape. In this case, because f 1 (∞) = f 2 (∞) = 0, f 3 (∞) = β and f 4 (∞) = γ, the positions of the two M2-branes are 
By the choice of β, γ and the symmetry transformation (2.6) with 24) we can have the solution representing the two M2-branes at 
If we further put β = γ, the solution reduces to the funnel type solution (2.7) obtained in the previous subsection for N = 2. Finally, we will consider the limit of the reduction from the M2-branes to the D2-branes discussed by Mukhi and Papageorgakis for the solution (2.11). We take the parameters as 26) and take the k → ∞ limit with α 0 , β 0 and γ 0 fixed. We assume β 0 > α 0 for simplicity. In this case, by (2.20) (here (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) = (γ, β, α)),
is finite. Also, around s = s * /2, since f 1 ≈ 0, f 2 ≈ α, f 3 ≈ β and f 4 ≈ γ,
28)
The region around s * /2 where these are true is of finite range. Indeed, the integration (2.17) is dominated by the contribution from
. With γ 0 = 4πv/k, this behaviour of Y a is just as assumed in the reduction from the M2-branes to the D2-branes (3.21) discussed in section 3.
Nahm data and ABJM
In this section, we will show that any solution of the BPS equation (2.1) of the ABJM action gives two sets of Nahm data of N monopoles which satisfy the Nahm equation. This correspondence allow us to construct the conserved quantities.
In the ABJM action, there is the U(N) × U(N) gauge symmetry. By taking the product of Y a and Y a † we have a adjoint representation of a U(N) gauge symmetry which is a singlet under the other U(N). We will define
and
Then, from the BPS equation of the ABJM theory (2.1) we can show that T M and T M satisfy the following differential equations:
and˙
Therefore, T I ( T I ) is the solution of the Nahm equation (3.5) ((3.7)) which is called Nahm data with appropriate boundary conditions.
11 Here, we have four matrices which are the Nahm data T I ( T I ) and an additional one T 4 ( T 4 ). We will call them extended Nahm data and the differential equations (3.5), (3.6) ((3.7), (3.8)) the extended Nahm equation. Now we will show the one to one correspondence
where we defined 1) . This V must be a constant matrix since a local transformation is forbidden by the gauge fixing in (2.1). Second, since the extended Nahm equation is the set of the first order differential equations, its solution is uniquely determined by the initial condition. Thus the condition in the r.h.s. of (3.9) is equivalent with that T M is given by (3.1) with Y a satisfying
Such Y a is unique for A up to V since the BPS equation is also the set of the first order differential equations. Therefore, (3.1) gives the one to one correspondence (3.9).
If T 4 (s 0 ) + T 3 (s 0 ) is invertible, the condition T (s 0 ) = AA † can be written explicitly with T M (s 0 ) only:
The second condition is obtained by writing
where A 1 , B ∈ Mat N ×N (C) and eliminating B from T (s 0 ) = AA † . Of course, we can have essentially same correspondence between Y a andT M , instead of T M . Below we will consider the relation between the t M and z a , which are T M and Y a for N = 1 case and so usual coordinates. The relation between them is given by
If we parameterize z a by real coordinates (r, θ, φ, ψ) by 
with ǫ continuous parameter, is continuous and makes T 4 (s 0 ) + T 3 (s 0 ) invertible if ǫ is sufficiently small (but nonzero). Therefore the condition T (s 0 ) = AA † can be rewritten also for such T (s 0 ), such that there exist a continuous deformation, allowed under (3.13), to reach that T (s 0 ).
where 0 ≤ r < ∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, φ ∼ φ + 2π, ψ ∼ ψ + 2π, we have
2 (which is surely consistent with (3.13)), and {t
where Z k of the ABJM action is in the U(1). The (two set of) extend Nahm data would be related to the D3-NS5 (and D5) system in [3] although the space which T M represent is not flat at least naively. By now, we should say that a physical meaning or a string theoretical meaning of this map is unclear, however, we expect that the correspondence to the (extended) Nahm data will be important for further understanding of the M2-M5 brane system.
Here we would like to comment on the relation between our map (3.1) and (3.2), and the reduction from the M2-branes to the D2-branes discussed by Mukhi and Papageorgakis. In [28] they obtained three dimensional Yang-Mills theory from the action of M2-branes by expanding one of the scalars on M2-branes around its vev v and taking the v, k → ∞ limit with k/v fixed. 13 For example, if one gives the vev in the x 3 direction, the effect of Z k orbifolding is
Therefore the fluctuation (
This S 1 becomes so called the M-theory direction and one obtains the D2-D4 bound state in flat spacetime.
Actually, writing
13 They used the BLG theory, but we can do the same thing also in the ABJM theory.
and assuming k, v ≫ |T ′ I |, one can obtain the Nahm equation for T ′ I from the BPS equation (2.1). For these there is a clear physical interpretation of the system as a D2-D4 bound state [28] . However, since this procedure contains a limit, the information of the BPS solution is considerably lost. Moreover it can be used only for the BPS solution of the form (3.21) with k, v ≫ |T ′ I |. On the other hand, our equations for T I are valid for arbitrary BPS solutions and, together with T 4 ( T 4 ), it keeps all of the information of Y a other than V . We also note that, for the BPS solution of the form (3.21), our T I and T I coincide with T ′ I up to the translation:
Examples of the extended Nahm data
In this subsection, we will show the extended Nahm data T M andT M explicitly for the BPS solutions obtained in subsection 2.1 and 2.2. We will compare the parameters of the solutions and the ones of the corresponding Nahm data. We will see that, in particular, the translation moduli which is trivially realized in the Nahm data is realized non-trivially in the solutions in the ABJM.
The funnel type solutions
From the funnel type solution (2.7), we compute
,
, Here we will assume γ ≥ β ≥ α for simplicity, since the other cases also give similar results. The Nahm data obtained from the 't Hooft-Polyakov type solution (2.11) is
This T I is the Nahm data for the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole, centered at (
. It is well known that the Nahm data for the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole is explicitly written as
where the two parameters 
where The schematic profiles of F 1 and F 2 is shown in Fig. 3 . Now we consider physical interpretation of the solution (3.32). The Nahm data contains the translation moduli proportional to the identity matrix with the parameter
This is interesting because the shift by the identity matrix of the solution of the BPS equation (2.1) does not give another solution in general. Other than this, there are only two parameters (3.40) which represent the distance between the D3-branes s N (3.38) and the "shape" of the D1-branes as we will see in the next subsection. It is noted that s N ≥ s * . This is seen by comparing (2.20) with (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ) = (γ, α, β) and (3.38). They differ only in the first argument of F , with which F monotonically increases. Thus, since the first argument of F in s * ,
is smaller than that in s N , one obtain the inequality. Indeed, for the solution, from (3.33), F 1 is given by
then F 1 (s * ) = −∞, while
which is finite because of the cancellation of the (f 1 ) 2 terms. This means that the locations of the two M5-branes are different from the ones of the (hypothetical) D3-branes at least naively. An extremal case is α ≤ β = γ, where, despite M2-branes suspending between two finitely separated M5 branes, the corresponding D1-branes are attached to a D3-brane and extend to the infinity (Fig. 4) . This point is interesting and we speculate that, related to the D3-NS5 system, this point would be interpreted naturally. However, by now, we have not found any concrete interpretation. On the other hand, T 4 is given by
which is divergent at s = 0 and s = s * . Thus the extended Nahm data should be considered to be defined between the s = 0 and s = s * .
For the other extended Nahm data T M , we have
In terms of the original variables Y a , we find a simple factorized form:
By the symmetry transformation, E n (λ) transforms in the simple way. Indeed, it is invariant under the U(N) × U(N). Under the SU(2) global transformation, Y a → Λ ab , where
and |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1, we have
We can give some meanings as the D1-D3 brane system to some of the conserved quantities. The center of the D1-branes may be defined as 16 The conserved quantities can be constructed also from T I as A(s; λ) = k 2π
however, they are not independent of E n (λ) as seen from E n (λ) = Tr( A n ) = E n (−1/λ). (3.52) where [E n ] l is given by
We can also consider the parameters which may represent how the shape of the D1-branes is squashed in the t I plane: which show that the D1-branes are squashed to the t 3 direction. For the 't Hooft-Polyakov type solutions, we find In both cases, one can have the solution centered at an arbitrary point by adjusting the parameters of the solution and SU(2) rotation. Thus we explicitly see that the moduli corresponding to the translation, which is realized trivially in the D2-D4 case, also exists in the M2-M5 case.
